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***** 2/16/19

Thank you, we had a great time. The resort and the cabins are beautiful and very well kept.
We are looking forward to returning on another trip!

***** 1/1/19

We enjoyed our stay at your cabin for New Years. The cabin is very peaceful, serene and
well maintained. The kitchen is well stocked with dishes. We will be back in the summer time
to enjoy more activities.

***** 3/10/19

PERFECT weekend getaway! We enjoyed walking the trail through the woods and the slow
pace of the time here was refreshing.

***** 3/15/19

We were pleasantly surprised. Cabin was perfect and surrounded by beauty. I’m thinking
about an annual trip. THANK YOU!

****

Overall all it is great! Our 2ns year here! Love the surroundings. Replace blind slats or curtains
that close for privacy. The lock on the roll away dropped off.

***** 3/26/19

We love it here! Cozy-PERFECT-relaxing-beautiful. Thanks for the wood, we had a fire 2 days.
Family had a wonderful time. Needed a hair dryer and a wall clock. New mattress. I would
stay soon. Thanks for everything.

***** 4/14/19

Creekside has become our family’s relaxing getaway.We have stayed multiple times at the
Beaver Lodge and will be back in October. Thanks for providing us a great excape in the
Great Outdoors! :)

***** 4/23/19

Amazing, will be back!

***** 4/28/19

We were section hiking the mid-state trail and Creekside was a great base for us. Kitchen
could use a cutting board and a long knife. THANK YOU!

***** 5/5/19

We found a gem and hope to visit again. Will definitely share our new find!

***** 5/28/19

No cork screw, bathroom light was out. Fire pit forks to make smores and hot dogs by the fire.
Stronger consistent wifi. Wifi disappeared completely when all cabins were full. College online student.

****

6/7/19

Loved it! Will be back. Smoke detector in hallway kept beeping last night.We took the battery out.

***** 5/31/19

Very pleasantly surprised with the Creekside Resort. Our group occupied the whole facility
and each building was beautiful and groomed and so clean! All who came couldn’t believe
this desirable place was here. Would come again!!

***** 6/8/19
THANK YOU!

***** 6/8/19
We loved it!

***** 6/16/19
GREAT RESORT!

***** 6/22/19

This place is amazing. THANK YOU!

*****

We had a wonderful time at your resort. We couldn’t get the key to work in the lock.

***** 6/28/19

Lovely Place! Loved all the towels, hamper & shampoos. Loved the wood and swing. Landscaping is beautiful. Suggestion is a floor lamp in the living room and instructions for TV. Need
larger coffee mugs and wine glasses. PS elephants would love this place!!!

***** 7/7/19

This has been another great vacation. We look forward to planning our next visit to Creekside
Resort. Thank you

***** 7/7/19

The water has an odor. We would highly recommend to stay here. WE enjoyed our stay. The
horses are amazing. Thank You!

**** 7/5/19

Had a great 1st stay!For improvements I would suggest replacement mattress in the back
bedroom. The grouds anc cabin are very nicely kept. Great place to getaway!

**** 7/12/19

Table in LV needs a lamp. We had a wonderful time will recommend to all.

***** 7/14/19

Thank you for everything had a great time.

*****

7/19/19

We have always enjoyed staying in your resort. Hope we can continue to use your facility. If
complaints you always fix right away.

**** 7/20/19
VERY NICE

